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The story of romeo and juliet is a tragic one,its their fate which plays a main part in this play.making them fall
in love at first sight and again separating them.Their families keep on with their long old enemity between them
which takes a troll on their children also ,thus by killing them in the end.when both the families realize their
mistake by losing their children its too late by then.
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Learn romeo juliet world literature with free interactive flashcards. Choose from 500 different sets of romeo
juliet world literature flashcards on Quizlet.
Romeo notes that both he and Paris are victims of fate and describes Paris as: "One writ with me in sour
misfortune's book" (V.3.83) since Paris experienced an unreciprocated love from Juliet similar to Romeo's
unrequited love for Rosaline. Romeo is also filled with compassion because he knows that Paris has died
without understanding the true love that he and Juliet shared.
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Romeo & Juliet (Easy Reading Old World Literature:
Level 2) at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
This book is a good substitute for the actual Shakespeare text for students who would not understand the
language of the original version. It explains the plot and characters to give the students the main idea of the
story without the stress.
We might be in Verona, but don't think you're reading a travel guide: Shakespeare's setting of Verona is more
like a shorthand for "exotic and crazy" than a real setting. What we think is super coo... You probably guessed
that The Most Excellent and Lamentable Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet is, well, a
Introduction. In this lesson, learners will watch a video about Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. They will
discuss what they already know about the play, check their understanding of the video, evaluate different
characters’ responsibility for the tragedy in the play, and take part in a group discussion to reach an agreement
about who is ...
GCSE English revision resources looking at Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. Topics include
Summary / Overview, Key Scenes, Motifs, Quotations and Themes
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